Image quality assessment based on manifold distortion
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Abstract
An image quality metric is proposed by introducing a new framework for full reference image quality assessment from the perspective of image patch manifolds. Assuming that most natural scenes are sampled from low dimensional manifolds or submanifolds, perceived image degradations in structural variations can be quantitatively evaluated on the surfaces of highly nonlinear image manifolds. Manifold distortion image quality index first characterizes intrinsic-geometric properties of the locally linear manifold structures of spatially local patch spaces, and then measures the deviation from the original smooth manifold structure to calculate the distortion index. Experimental results demonstrate a strong promise with a comparison to both subjective evaluation and state-of-the-art objective quality assessment methods.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important research topics in image and video processing is the quality assessment (QA) of a visual content. During and after the acquisition, any captured image or video may have been introduced different kinds of distortion until it has been projected or presented to a human observer. There are basically two main sources of distortion. The first source is related to the hardware limitations where characteristics of sensing elements, transmission channels and display devices play an important role in the final display quality. The second one is related to the software tools especially along with the content editing and compression, as well as transmission and storage algorithms applied to the visual content. Since any kinds of captured and processed visual content are devoted for a final human consumption, it is obviously very crucial to imitate the human visual system (HVS) and obtain objective quality metrics in an excellent agreement with subjective opinion from human observers. Therefore, the principal aim is to design generic quantitative QA models which are highly aligned with the HVS, to accurately estimate the perceptual visual quality of a visual content.

Depending on the availability of a reference (i.e., pristine original) content, image and video QA methods can be categorized into three groups. In the first group, there is only the distorted image available and the evaluation of the perceived quality of this image must be done without any reference, i.e., no-reference QA. The second group which is referred to reduced-reference QA, on the other hand, contains partial information about the reference content in addition to the distorted image. This type QA methods makes use of the available partial knowledge of the reference to assess the quality of the distorted content. The third group consists in a full-reference image and a distorted version of it where the distortion level is measured based on a comparison with the available distortion-free reference. In this study, the focus will be on full-reference QA algorithms which basically serve a great basis for designing distortion resilient image/video processing applications, e.g., for acquisition, communication, compression, editing, displaying and printing. Moreover, an objective full-reference quality metric will be a key component of embedded systems evaluating image fidelity or perceived similarity.

Conventional full-reference QA algorithms, including mean squared error (MSE) [1] and its extensions, i.e., signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and peak signal SNR (PSNR), are mainly based on low level models of the HVS. Although MSE is an inexpensive signal fidelity measure with its simple mathematical convention, it can only estimate point-by-point errors in pixel domain, or in an appropriate transform domain, without considering structural changes between the distortion-free and distorted images. Weighted SNR (WSNR) [2,3] can yet be thought as an extension to MSE in which an appropriate weighting has been incorporated in the distortion measure. The weighting strategy of WSNR employs a contrast sensitivity function that is a linear spatially invariant approximation of the HVS. Nonlinear noise quality measure (NQM) [4] respects to the nonlinear spatially varying characteristics of the HVS. NQM simply behaves as a nonlinear weighted SNR. Universal image quality index (UQI) [5] assumes that the HVS is highly adapted to extract structural...
information from a scene. It models any image distortion with a combination of three measures: loss of correlation, luminance distortion and contrast distortion. UQI has been generalized to structural similarity (SSIM) [6], and SSIM has later been extended to multiscale SSIM (MSSIM) [7] and information content weighted SSIM (IWSSTI) [8]. Most apparent distortion (MAD) [9] combines visual detection and image appearance-based distortion models to measure the overall perceived distortion. Gradient similarity metric (GSM) [10] measures structural and contrast changes using the gradient similarity in images. It also incorporates a luminance similarity for a complete quality assessment. In addition, statistical approaches assume that there are parallels between the models of natural scenes (visual stimulus of the natural environment) and the evolution of the HVS [11],[12]. Information fidelity criterion (IFC) [11] models the scale invariant statistics of images in the wavelet domain. Visual information fidelity (VIF) [12] can be regarded as a content dependent extension of IFC. Visual SNR (VSNR) [13] also operates in a multiscale wavelet domain. Furthermore, there are feature based similarity metrics based on transform features, e.g., RFSIM [14], phase congruency and gradient magnitude features, e.g., FSIM [15], local binary patterns [16] and image descriptors, e.g., SURF-SIM [17].

This paper develops a novel framework for full-reference QA from the perspective of image manifolds. The proposed solution builds upon a (multi)patch-based scheme which naturally leads to a constrained optimization problem for characterizing the intrinsic properties of image manifold structures to measure a local distortion index. Experimental results illustrate a strong promise when compared to both subjective evaluation and objective QA methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the motivation and details the main ideas and steps of the proposed QA algorithm. Section 3 presents the experimental setup and draws a discussion over the obtained results. Section 4 finally gives a brief conclusion while describing possible future directions.

2 Manifold distortion quality index

A very studied approach in image and video processing is to make use of textural and structural self-similarities within an image and cross-similarities across different images. The fact is that sufficiently small image patches are very likely to repeat themselves within the same scale and across different scales of an image, as well as across different images. Based on this observation, most of the image processing problems such as inpainting [18]-[21], denoising [22]-[24], super-resolution [25]-[28], image prediction and compression [29]-[35], and more have found their solutions in the literature. All these methods have mainly been inspired from texture synthesis techniques [36]-[38] which are highly influenced by Markov Random Fields [39],[40].

A second observation suggests that most of the natural images are sampled from low-dimensional (sub)manifolds. This assumption leads to the fact that densely sampled and sufficiently small image texture patches can be successfully reconstructed as a weighted linear combination of their nearest-neighboring (NN) patches. This is usually referred to as neighbor-embedding [41]-[44] and is basically aligned with the main idea of manifold learning algorithms for dimensionality reduction [45]-[47].

In this work, the texture synthesis principle and the manifold sampling assumption have been combined resulting in a new framework for full-reference QA. Given a pair of images of same size, i.e., the pristine original and its distorted version, a patch based scheme builds upon a strictly localized NN search followed by a characterization of the intrinsic properties of the manifold structures of spatially local patch spaces, and then by a calculation of the projected local deviation from the smooth distortion-free manifold structure, in order to calculate the distortion index per pixel.

2.1 Problem definition and notation

Given two images of same size \( N \times M \) pixels represented by \( \mathbb{I} \) as the distortion free original and \( \mathbb{B} \) as the distorted version of \( \mathbb{I} \), the main objective is to design a quantitative QA model in order to accurately estimate the perceptual visual quality of \( \mathbb{B} \) using the information contained in \( \mathbb{I} \). As stated above, the manifold sampling assumption will be followed and extended for this purpose. The solution naturally leads to a local multi-patch scheme which is a powerful and generic enough tool to deal with different kinds of distortion corruption in \( \mathbb{B} \).

A lexical ordering of image pixels and \( n \times n \) square image patches as stacked column vectors of size \( n^2 \times 1 \) are assumed. While representing the given images as matrices by \( \mathbf{X} \) and \( \mathbf{Y} \), each distortion-free patch \( \mathbf{x}_i \) extracted from \( \mathbf{X} \) has a spatially collocated distorted patch \( \mathbf{y}_i \) obtained from \( \mathbf{Y} \). Here column vectors \( \mathbf{x}_i \) and \( \mathbf{y}_i \) in fact denote \( n \times n \) square patches centered around the pixel indexed by \( i \) extracted from \( \mathbf{X} \) and \( \mathbf{Y} \), respectively, where \( i = 1 \ldots N \times M \) and \( n \) is odd. Let us denote these patch pairs in a set as \( \mathbf{g} = (\mathbf{x}_i, \mathbf{y}_i) \). Experimental results indicate a strong promise when compared to both subjective evaluation and objective QA methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the motivation and details the main ideas and steps of the proposed QA algorithm. Section 3 presents the experimental setup and draws a discussion over the obtained results. Section 4 finally gives a brief conclusion while describing possible future directions.

2.2 Manifold distortion as a quality index

The main objective here is to characterize point-based image distortions by means of patch (sub)manifolds through spatially close and chromatically similar image texture patches. In order to achieve this aim, distortion-free local neighborhood information of \( \mathbf{X}_i \) \( \forall i \in \Omega \) has first been extracted from a strictly localized search region \( \Omega \) centered around \( \mathbf{x}_i \), by minimizing a weighted distance metric \( \mathbf{x}_i - \mathbf{x}_j \) \( \mathbf{g} \mathbf{r} \) where \( \mathbf{g} \) represents the standard deviation of the patch size, i.e., the pristine original and its distorted version, a patch based scheme builds upon a strictly localized NN search followed by a characterization of the intrinsic properties of the manifold structures of spatially local patch spaces, and then by a calculation of the projected local deviation from the smooth distortion-free manifold structure, in order to calculate the distortion index per pixel.
y_i ∀i. This fact leads to a fundamental observation that these local geometric similarities of image spaces can be benefited from, and a quality index can be successfully calculated based on manifold distortions, by relating the intrinsic properties of distortion-free and distorted local patch neighborhoods via neighbor-embedding. To do so, the parameters of distortion-free local neighborhood information is directly transferred to the distorted image manifold structure as if there were no distortion. These parameters simply correspond to the index set \{i\} of the selected K-NN of \(x_i\) which will help extract collocated distorted image patches \(\{y_i\}_{i=1}^K\) from the correct, indeed ground-truth spatial coordinates in \(Y\). After transferring this local neighborhood information to the distorted domain, intrinsic local geometric properties of distorted neighborhood of \(y_i\) can be characterized as in Equation (3) by solving

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{\omega_{ik}} & \left\| y_i - \sum_k \omega_{ik} y_k \right\|^2_{2,\sigma} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \sum_k \omega_{ik} = 1, \forall i, \tag{3}
\end{align*}
\]
for \(\omega_{i} = [\omega_{i1}, \omega_{i2}, \ldots, \omega_{iK}]^T\) as given in Equation (4) by

\[
\omega_{i} = \frac{G_{i,i}^{-1} \mathbf{1}}{\mathbf{1}^T G_{i,i}^{-1} \mathbf{1}}. \tag{4}
\]

\(G_{i,i} = \sum_k y_i^T y_k\) is the inner product matrix where the columns of the matrix \(y_i\sigma\), correspond to the set \(\{y_i\sigma\}\) representing the \(y_i\)-centered and Gaussian weighted NN set \(\{y_i\}_{i=1}^K\), and \(\mathbf{1}\) denotes a column vector of respective size. The optimum reconstruction weights \(\omega_{ik}\) describe the desired local properties of the distorted manifold structure.

The information extracted above is for both local (point-based via Gaussian weighting) and nonlocal (patch-based via reconstruction weights) intrinsic characteristics of distortion-free and distorted local neighborhoods, and thus, is a valuable tool for measuring textural and structural deviations from the original distortion-free structure. While transferring distorted local neighborhood parameters set \(\omega_{ik}\) directly to the original manifold structure from which quantitative deviations can easily be measured, two different representations of \(x_i\) \(∀i\) are reconstructed using the distortion-free local neighborhood \(\{x_k\}\). The first one is the distortion-free representation of \(x_i\), i.e., \(\tilde{x}_i = \sum_k \omega_{ik} x_k\), and the second holds the properties of the distorted manifold structure, i.e., \(\hat{x}_i = \sum_k \omega_{ik} x_k\). The next step then consists in measuring the distortion between \(\tilde{x}_i\) and \(\hat{x}_i\), as \(d_i = \tilde{x}_i - \hat{x}_i = \sum_k (\omega_{ik} - \omega_{ik}) x_k\). Figure 1 summarizes all these parameter transfer procedures between distortion-free and distorted images and corresponding local manifold structures.

During local neighborhood selection and characterization by the least-squares optimization, much more attention has been given to the centering pixel indexed by \(i\). Thus, the Manifold Distortion Quality Index can now be defined as MDQ(I) = \(\mathcal{A}(d_i)\). The operator \(P\) first reshapes \(d_i\) into an \(n \times n\) distortion patch, then extracts the value of the centering pixel location and clamps it to \([-2^m + 1, 2^m - 1]\) for \(m\)-bit images, if necessary. Finally, a Manifold Distortion MSE (MDMSE) and a Manifold Distortion PSNR (MDPSNR) are formulated in Equation (5) by

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MDMSE} &= \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_i (\text{MDQ}(I))^2 \\
\text{MDPSNR} &= 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{2^m - 1}{\sqrt{\text{MDMSE}}} \right) \tag{5}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(|S|\) denotes the number of patch pairs in the set \(S\).

3 Experimental setup and results

The Tampere Image Database 2013 (TID2013) [48] and The LIVE Image Quality Assessment Database (LIVE, Release 2) [49],[50] are utilized and tested for the proposed QA algorithm. TID2013 contains 25 true color (24-bits/pixel RGB) distortion-free and 3000 distorted images. In this database, 24 types of distortions with 5 different levels are introduced, i.e., there are 120 distorted images per reference image. The LIVE Image Database contains 29 true color distortion-free images which are distorted by 5 types of distortions with different perceptual quality levels. LIVE consists of a total 982 test images (including 203 reference images). The distortion types and details of these datasets are given in Table 1.

Table 1. The distortion details of TID2013 and LIVE datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TID</td>
<td>AGN</td>
<td>additive Gaussian noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANC</td>
<td>additive noise in color components is more intensive than additive noise in luminance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCN</td>
<td>spatially correlated noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>masked noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HFN</td>
<td>high frequency noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>impulse noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QN</td>
<td>quantization noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Gaussian blur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>image denoising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JP1</td>
<td>JPEG compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JP2K1</td>
<td>JPEG2K compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JP2</td>
<td>JPEG transmission errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JP2K2</td>
<td>JPEG2K transmission errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEPN</td>
<td>non eccentricity pattern noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBD</td>
<td>local block-wise distortions of different intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>mean (intensity) shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>contrast change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>change of color saturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MGN</td>
<td>multiplicative Gaussian noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>comfort noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LCNI</td>
<td>lossy compression of noisy images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CQD</td>
<td>image color quantization with dither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>chromatic aberrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>sparse sampling and reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVE</td>
<td>JP2K</td>
<td>JPEG2K compression (227 images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JPG</td>
<td>JPEG compression (233 images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GBlur</td>
<td>Gaussian blur (174 images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WN</td>
<td>white noise in the RGB components (174 images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>JPEG2K transmission errors in the bit-stream using a fast-fading Rayleigh channel (174 images)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TID2013 and LIVE also provide the mean opinion score (MOS) for each distorted image. In TID2013, a total of 971 observers from Finland (116), France (72), Italy (80), Ukraine (602) and USA (101) have evaluated relative visual quality in 1048680 image pairs, i.e., 524340 visual quality comparisons of distorted images. The obtained MOS values lie between 0 (minimal) and 9 (maximal). The higher MOS value is the better visual quality of the image. In LIVE, about 20-29 human subjects have rated visual quality of each image in seven different experiments, using the same equipment and viewing conditions. Observers have evaluated each distortion type in order to provide a visual quality on a continuous linear scale with five equal regions labeled as “Bad”, “Poor”, “Fair”, “Good” and “Excellent”. These raw scores have later been translated into a difference MOS value for each distorted image.

It is worth noting here that a single scale of analysis might not be effective since both image resolution and viewing distance have great effect on the perceived quality. In practice, it has been suggested to use an empirical formula to determine the scale for images viewed from a typical distance [6]. In this study, all images are automatically demarcated by a factor $F = \max(1, \text{round}(\min(M, N)/256))$ with a simple averaging filter of size $F \times F$ pixels. Another keynote is that the elements of the set $B$ can be used to calculate the distortion index for all pixels, or a subset of pixels in the image for the sake of computational complexity. In the latter case, a subset $S$ can be chosen from $B$ with a predetermined regular pixel offsets in both dimensions of the image. This paper assumes $S = S$.

In order to evaluate and compare the performance of MDQI with the competing methods, four widely utilized metrics are employed, namely Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC) [51], Kendall rank-order correlation coefficient (KROCC) [52], Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) and root MSE (RMSE). The calculation details of these metrics are illustrated in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SROCC</td>
<td>$1 - \frac{6 \sum a_i^2}{N(N^2 - 1)}$</td>
<td>$d_{a_i}$ difference between two ranks of each observation, $n = 1 \ldots N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KROCC</td>
<td>$\frac{2(N(N-1))}{N(N-1)} \sum (a_i - b_i)(b_i - \bar{a})$</td>
<td>$N_p$ number of rank-concordant pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\sum (a_i - \mu_a)^2 \sum (b_i - \mu_b)^2}$</td>
<td>$\mu_a$, $\mu_b$ sample mean of $a$, $b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\sum (a_i - b_i)^2}$</td>
<td>$n = 1 \ldots N$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While SROCC and KROCC measure the ranking monotonicity between the subjective MOS and the objective score variables, both PLCC and RMSE need a prior regression analysis to get a nonlinear mapping between these variables. For this purpose, a five-parameter logistic function with a linear term that is constrained to be monotonic is utilized as in Equation (6) by

$$f(x) = \beta_1 \left(1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{\beta_2(x - \beta_3)}}\right) + \beta_4 x + \beta_5$$

where the parameter set $\{\beta_p\}_{p=1}^5$ needs to be fitted to minimize the MSE between the mapped objective scores and the MOS [49]. A better objective QA metric is expected to have higher SROCC, KROCC and PLCC values, but a lower RMSE value.

For computational purposes, local search region $\Omega_i$ is fixed to a square window of size $27 \times 27$ pixels centered around the pixel indexed by $i \in \Omega_i$, and all image patches are of size $9 \times 9$ pixels, i.e., $n = 9$. This block size has been experimentally shown to be large enough in order to capture local structures and fine details, to be small enough in order to apply neighbor-embedding in terms of texture synthesis. The standard deviation $\sigma$ of the $9 \times 9$ Gaussian kernel used for weighting is set to 2.50, and then this kernel is uniformly normalized to have a centering coefficient equal to $\frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{\pi}}$. The same kernel is applied both for local neighborhood (K-NN) selection and for local geometry characterization by least-squares optimization. $K$ is set to 8 providing a sparsity notion for the representation. It is important note here that all these parameters are fixed in the reported experimental results for a fair comparison with the competing methods.

For distortion-free and distorted neighborhood optimizations, mean subtracted image patches are employed as textural features rather than patch absolute intensities. Although first and/or second order gradients could be extracted as in [41] and [53] for this purpose, it is sufficient here to consider representative features as relative textural and structural variations with respect to the patch mean. In this way, the distortion $d_i$ can easily detect local intensity and structural changes.

Figure 2 depicts a visual example of image quality index maps for the $\text{Einstein}$ image. In this example, all distorted images have roughly the same MSE values with respect to the original image, but they have obviously different visual quality. MDMSE leads to a better indication of image quality assessment together with a visual index map. The details of the calculated QA statistics with MDQI in comparison to the widely used MSE and SSIM scores are summarized in Table 3.

All experiments performed for all quality metrics on TID 2013 and LIVE are reported in Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6. Table 4 and Table 5 illustrate detailed performance comparison on each individual distortion type (as listed in Table 1) in terms of SROCC on TID 2013 and LIVE, respectively. In these tables, the statistics are calculated on each distortion type separately and the top-three performing QA models are given in bold (per-row). It can be clearly observed from these statistics, MDQI demonstrates a strong global promise when compared to both state-of-the-art objective methods and subjective evaluation scores. In addition to that, it is better than the most distortion types, and in some cases a comparable alternative to the other QA models. On the other hand, MDQI tends to fail when there are local or global uniform intensity changes and/or contrast changes between images. This can be well-explained with the constrained optimization of each local neighborhood, which is in fact translation invariant because of the sum-to-one constraint on weights. This observation however is aligned with the HVS which is insensitive to uniform intensity changes up to a level.

Table 6 further gives an overall performance comparison of several QA models in terms of SROCC, KROCC, PLCC and RMSE on TID 2013 and LIVE datasets. In this table, the statistics are calculated on the whole datasets employed and the top-three performing QA models are highlighted in bold (per-row). MDQI outperforms most of the models on TID 2013 and in some cases, it is comparable to the other QA models on LIVE. The nonlinear regression parameters in Equation (6) are obtained using iterative least squares estimation with initial
values set to \( \{ \beta_p \} = \{ \text{MOS}_p, 1, \text{QA}_p, 1, 0.1 \} \) where \( \text{MOS}_p \) and \( \text{QA}_p \) represent the standard deviation of the MOS and the mean of the QA model selected, respectively. This initialization of parameters gives a meaningful conditioning while reducing the probability of having a local minimum in the final estimation.

Figure 3 demonstrates some examples of scatter plots of the MOS versus MDQI together with other selected QA models, i.e., IWSSIM, GSM, MAD, FSIM, MSSIM, SSIM, PSNR. The black curves shown in this figure are obtained by the logistic function. It can also be seen from these scatter plots that MDQI has a consistent correlation with the MOS.

Figure 2. The Einstein image. (Top Left-to-right) Original (MSE = 0, SSIM = 1, MDMSE = 0); uniform mean shift (MSE = 144, SSIM = 0.988, MDMSE = 0.001); contrast change (MSE=144, SSIM = 0.913, MDMSE = 30.50); impulse noise (MSE = 144, SSIM = 0.840, MDMSE=20.93); blur (MSE=144, SSIM=0.694, MDMSE = 96.41); JPEG compression (MSE = 142, SSIM = 0.662, MDMSE = 121.48). (Bottom Left-to-right) MDQI maps of the original, uniform mean shift, contrast change, impulse noise, blur and JPEG compression.

Table 3. The Einstein image statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>MDMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Shift</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast Change</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>30.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulse Noise</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>20.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blur</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>66.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG Compression</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>121.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Conclusion

In this study, a novel technique for full-reference QA through manifold learning is developed with results highly correlated to subjective assessments. To the best of available knowledge, the proposed model, namely MDQI, is capable of quantitatively evaluating perceived image degradations in structural and textural variations, and moreover it can produce an index map because of its pixel-based nature. Possible future directions include the investigation of other efficient ways to measure distortion values through intrinsic properties of each individual neighborhood, a gradient-features based characterization of neighborhoods, an adaptation of the constrained optimization to handle local/global uniform intensity and contrast changes, and a multi-scale extension to MDQI (MMDQI) not only for increasing its accuracy but also for assessing quality of images with different sizes.
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